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Overview
• Recognition of scanned typeset mathematical equations can be done by extracting
maximum spanning trees from line of sight graphs weighted using geometric and visual
density features [5].
• Interestingly, segmentation and parsing are done without using symbol classification
information, and symbol classification is done independently of expression structure
recognition.
• Only two types of features are used, spatial and visual.
• Our model parsed 95.97% of expressions correctly when given symbols and 93.95% when
requiring symbol segmentation from connected components.
• Overall HCP reached 90.83% expression recognition rate from connected components.

Conclusion

1. Data and Representation:
• Defining Punctuation Relation: Having the baseline punctuation
separated from the main baseline
• Restructuring Accent Relation: giving accent an above relation to
the symbol under it

2. Segmentation with Line-Of-Sight (LOS) Graphs

Goal:

• A binary classifier is used to identify which directed LOS [1] edges should be merged. Each component pair
defined by ‘merge’ edges is taken to be a symbol candidate.
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3. MST-based Parsing
• In parsing, classifier is used to give each edge probability scores for each of the possible spatial relations.
• With the weighted expression graph, Edmonds’ algorithm [2,3] is used to select a maximum spanning tree
• The maximum spanning tree is used as the final expression structure.
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Results

Fig.1 : Shape Context Features (SCF) histogram for capturing spatial density features of the
relation between a (parent) and i (child) symbol.

• The Hierarchical Contextual Parsing (HCP) has
been tested on the InftyMCCDB- 2 dataset [4] .
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Features
Two types of features are used, spatial and visual. The spatial features including horizontal
distance, size difference and vertical offset, minimum point distance, over- lapping area, etc.
Visual density features are captured using two kinds of histograms, shape context features
and 2D Grid Histograms.
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Our results provide strong support for
typeset math expression recognition being
done effectively by maximum spanning
tree extraction with simple classifiers using
spatial and visual density features.
With the transformed spatial layouts and
HCP, 95.97% of expressions were parsed
correctly when given symbols and 93.95%
correctly parsed when requiring symbol
segmentation from connected
components. Overall HCP reached 90.83%
expression recognition rate from connected
components.
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Fig.2: 2D Grid histogram spatial densities for a relation between parent symbol a and child
symbol i.

